adopts the most comprehensive quantitative evaluation indicators, and most rapidly puts to use the latest international quantitative indicators. professional journals can generally get source support from a famous key disciplines of domestic university, and more health and more standard than comprehensive journals. Therefore, basing on TPSTCD, using the index of measurement data in 2013, by principal component analysis method, the high quality mathematics domestic journals: 17 mathematical periodicals of 2011 edition Chinese core journals are analyzed and ranked. Because Information Science and Technology Institute of China adjusts quantitative evaluation index every year according to the latest research results of intelligence assessment center, here is a list of the 2013 edition of the index to evaluate China Technology Journal Citation Report, including journal citation indexes of journals in the total citation frequency, impact factor and immediacy index, he citation rate, number of citing journals, core diffusion factor, the authority factor and cited half-life; the source volume of literature, Journal of literature measure index selection rate and AR thesis volume, the average number of citations, average number of authors, to distinguish the cloth number, distribution of the number of institutions, overseas paper ratio, ratio of funded papers, cited half-life etc.
17 
computation steps 1) data standardization
The quantitative evaluation index such as total cited frequency, impact factor need the same tendency treatment because of different trends, dimension and magnitude. For positive indicators, using reciprocal method, then the center sample standard. For the citing half-life, cited half-life reverse indicators, used numerical minus by 100, become positive indicators, and then normalization .
2) calculate the standardization sample matrix mean, standard deviation, covariance matrix 3) calculation of characteristic value and characteristic vector of covariance matrix 4) arrang eigenvalues from large to small, determine the M principal components 5) calculation of the first principal component of the sample value m 6) calculating the comprehensive evaluation principal component values, given the ranking. Of course, before performing these steps, KMO and Bartlett test were finished.
3.conclusion and analysis
Take data of China Technology Journal Citation Report in 2013 as an example, and the calculation results are as follows:
Table3. The various ranking results of 17 mathematical journals Journal
Comprehensive principal
